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Affordable & Easy Scenic Design





NetherCraft is your source for themed vacuform plastic. From the most authentic Gothic architecture to spaceship 

interiors, we have it all. Our plastic panels are the easiest and one of the safest ways to theme out your haunted 

house, escape room, restaurant or movie set. Our highly detailed panels are all created and painted by hand in 

our facility in Pittsburgh, PA - this ensures the highest quality. Our panels are formed from .09” ABS plastic to allow 

strength even in the most demanding conditions. 

WHAT IS A “VACUFORM PANEL”?
Vacuforming or thermoforming is a manufacturing process where a plastic sheet is heated to a pliable forming temperature, 
formed to a specific shape in a mold, and trimmed to create a usable product. We create our molds with high details giving 
you a finished panel that is the best looking in the industry. 

WHY SHOULD I GET PAINTED PANELS?
We paint our panels by hand allowing close attention to detail. Our proprietary paint system allows the paint to adhere
 to the plastic and gives a finished appearance to your panels that won’t chip or fade away, lasting years in exposed 
outdoor climates. 

WHAT MAKES THESE PANELS EASY?
Our panels are formed from heavy duty plastic - but still extremely lightweight (only 14lbs)! This allows you to screw them 
straight to a framed wall or over-top of your existing drywall or plywood. 

ARE THEY FIREPROOF?
Our standard ABS plastic is a better alternative to foam when it comes to fire ratings. We do also offer wall panels in various 

UL and Class ratings based on your individual building codes and fire marshal requirements.

HOW TO ORDER
Ordering from us is simple! You can place your order on our website or over the phone. We would be happy to discuss 
your project with you and make sure you get the perfect panels to theme out your area or place of business.

Nethercraft.com or call 412.221.1044



The FIRST EVER clear rock walls on the market. Vacuformed and painted with a special formula that allows light to shine 
thru the panel allowing you to create an ice cave, lava effect or even a secret alien goo.

TRANSLUCENT SERIES



Fire Wall (C30 CLR - Fire)
90” x 43” x 5”

Ice Wall (C30 CLR - Ice)
90” x 43” x 5”

Alien Wall (C30 CLR - Alien)
90” x 43” x 5”

TRANSLUCENT SERIES



Escape Room St Louis - Lobby

Highly detailed steampunk panels are a great addition to your escape room lobby or your post-apocalyptic 
themed world. The options are limitless. 

STEAMPUNK SERIES



Cosmologicum (S9)
92” x 44.5” x 1.25”

Triptych (S8)
92” x 44.5” x 2.75”

Door & Trim (S7)
92” x 44.5” x 2.25”

Gears (S6)
92” x 44.5” x 2”

STEAMPUNK SERIES



THE LATE SHOW: Stephen Colbert

Whether you’re making a secret spaceship lab or undersea lair, our spaceship series is perfect for adding another 
layer of detail to your production. 

SPACESHIP SERIES



Monitor (S12)
91” x 44” x 9.5”

Hatch (S11)
91” x 44” x 9.5”

Space Door (S10)
92” x 44” x 2.5”

NEW! Reactor (S16)
92” x 44.5” x 11.5

Truss (S13)
92” x 18” x 15”

Closed Wall (S14)
92” x 44.5” x 7”

Open Wall (S15)
92” x 44.5” x 7”

SPACESHIP SERIES



Escape The Room - Pittsburgh

From realistic interlocking brick panels to cave walls, our stone series of panels are great for detailing a large area 
quickly and seamlessly. 

STONE SERIES



STONE SERIES

NEW! Fancy Brick (C59)
92” x 44” x 2.75”

Fortress Wall (E6)
91.5” x 43.5” x .75”

NEW! Brick (C68)
91.75” x 44.25” x .05”

Fieldstone (C2)
91.5” x 44” x .75”

NEW! Cinderblock (S39)
92” x 44.5” x .25”

Short Stalactite (C31)
44.35” x 30” x 2.5”

Rock Wall (C30)
90” x 43” x 5”

Tall Stalactite (C33)
60” x 43” x 2.5”



Hundred Acres Manor - Pittsburgh

Our cathedral series is the only kind on the market. Perfect for creating a large facade or a simple princess castle, 
all panels interlock for a perfet seamless effect.

CATHEDRAL SERIES



Cathedral (C1)
90” x 41.5” x 3.5”

Wide Window (C5)
90” x 41.5” x 9.5”

Narrow Window (C6)
90” x 41.5” x 9.5”

Arcade (C7)
87” x 39.25” x 8”

Tower Kit (R4)
92” x 44.5”

Small Crennelation (C11)
45” x 41.5” x 9.5”

Large Crennelation (C11)
62” x 41.5” x 9.5”

Flying Butress (R2)
12’6” x 6’6”

Underledge  (C31)
42” x 11.5” x 2.5”

Doorway Arch  (C15)
65.5” x 11” x 2.5”

Doorway Column (C14)
57” x 12.25” x 3.75”

Flagstone Strip (C17)
89” x 15.5” x 4”

Quatrefoil (C21)
21.5” x 21.5” x 2”

CATHEDRAL SERIES



Home & Garden Magazine

King Tut himself would be amazed. With great details and hieroglyphics, our Egyptian panels will transform your area into 
a one-of-a-kind experience.

EGYPTIAN SERIES



False Door (E1)
92” x 44.5” x 1”

Tut (E4)
92” x 44.5” x 11.5”

NEW! Anubis (E7)
92” x 44.5” x 3.5”

Columns (E5)
92” x 44.5” x 2.5”

Isis & Nepthys Top (E2)
92” x 44.5” x .25”

Isis & Nepthys Bottom (E3)
92” x 44.5” x .25”

EGYPTIAN SERIES

Fortress Wall (E6)
91.5” x 43.5” x .75”



Panels featured in Zombieland

Specifically designed for haunted houses, ourpanels will transform your room into a dungeon or catacomb with ease. 
Or try our new pumpkin panel as your next haunted house or pumpkin patches photo-op.

THE HAUNTING SERIES



Skull & Chains (S1)
92” x 44.5” x 2.5”

NEW! Pumpkin Spice (H1)
91.5” x 43.5” x 7”

Tree Bark (C34)
93” x 45” x .75”

Skull & Demons (S2)
92” x 44.5” x 2.5”

  Stacked Skulls (S3)
92” x 44.5” x 2.5”

THE HAUNTING SERIES



Creating a hospital or simple morgue room? Look no further than our brand new morgue series that all interlock to 
transform a small or large room.The details are astonishing.

MORGUE SERIES



MORGUE SERIES

NEW! Morgue Doors (S41)
92” x 44.5” x 1.75”

NEW! Extreme Tiles (S45)
92” x 44.5” x .25”

NEW! Broken Tiles (S44)
92” x 44.5” x .25”

NEW!  Furnace (S42)
92” x 44.5” x 5”



Everyone instantly gets excited when the circus rolls into a town and starts to construct their tents. Now create your own 
with our brand new funhouseseries including a large clown head that can easily be transformed into a grand entrance.

FUNHOUSE SERIES



NEW! Illusion Wall 1 (H42)
92” x 44.5” x 2”

NEW! Circus Tent (H44)
92” x 43” x 1.5”

NEW!  Clown Head (H40)
92.25” x 42.25” x 11.75” 

NEW! Funhouse Siding  (H45)
92” x 44 x 1.5”

NEW! Illusion Wall 2 (H43)
92” x 44.5” x 2”

FUNHOUSE SERIES



These highly detailed panels will instantly help transform your room into a hidden temple. With highly detailed symbols 
and markings, these allow your space to become one-of-a-kind with ease.

AZTEC SERIES



AZTEC SERIES

NEW!  Aztec Wall (E34)
92” x 44.5” x .50”

NEW! Calendar (E30)
92” x 44.5” x 1”

NEW! Block Wall (E35)
92” x 44.5” x .25”

NEW! Skull & Blocks (E31)
92” x 44.5” x 1.75”



Every classic haunted house needs a basic victorian room. Allow our brand new victorian series to help with that.
These panels are designed to interlock creating a seamless room with great effect.

VICTORIAN SERIES



VICTORIAN SERIES

NEW! Victorian Wall (C60)
91.5” x 43.25” x 1”

NEW! Victorian Door (C64)
91.5” x 43.25” x 4.75”

Copper Ceiling (C18)
89” x 44.5” x 1.5”

NEW!  Fireplace Mantel (C65)
42.25” x  92.25” x 11.75” 

NEW! Fireplace Frame (C66)
42.25” x  92.25” x 2” 

NEW! Lathe Wall (C62)
92” x 44.5” x 2”




